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recourse to Arbitration for the prevention of Strikes and 
of similar complications which arise and are so disastrous 
to all concerned. 

ELECTION EFFORTS. 

Soon after our Annual Meeting came the General Elec 
tion, when, as foreshadowed in the last Report, a special 
effort was made to interest the Electors of the United 
Kingdom in the question of Peace and War, and to elicit 
an expression of opinion from the various candidates. 

An address to the electors was issued by the Committee 
and distributed in very large numbers, both in the form 
of leaflets for personal distribution and of placards, in 

large type, for wall-posting. A similar address was also 
issued by the Manchester Auxiliary and very extensively 
circulated. The Committee's address was accompanied 

by a number of striking and stirring appeals on The 

Duty of Electors, Avowals of Military Waste, Who 
Holds the Nation's Purse Strings? Who Votes the 
Nation's Money? Armament and Disarmament, The 

Army Reserve and the Labor Market. 
About four hundred thousand copies of these were dis 

tributed among the electors. A series of questions to be 
addressed to candidates was also prepared, and printed 
copies were sent to our representatives and helpers in the 
various constituencies throughout the Kingdom. The 

peace question was thus brought prominently before can 
didates and electors. Many valuable expressions of 

opinion and adherence were elicited from the former, and 
very general testimony came to hand as to the influence 
which was thus exercised among the latter. It was 

undoubtedly a good opportunity well and effectively used. 

GENERAL PETITIONING. 

In conjunction with other societies, a special and stren 
uous effort has been made to carry out a resolution of the 
Berne Peace Congress in favor of peace. Representatives 
of the various British Peace Societies met in conference, 
in December last, in order to give effect to that resolution. 
It was resolved to take up the proposal heartily, and to 
confine the general petition (a form of which was adopted) 
to the invitation which had been extended to the Govern 
ment of this country by the President of the United 
States to conclude a permanent treaty of arbitration with 
America, which it was understood would be shortly 
brought before the House of Commons. Again, the co 

operation of our friends throughout the country was 
solicited. Twenty thousand petition forms were dis 
tributed, and very gratifying results were attained. 

Although not more than 716 petitions have been reported 
as actually presented to the House of Commons (114 of 
which were signed on behalf of public gatherings), with 
a total number of 78,250 signatures, the obtaining of 
these signatures awakened a great deal of interest in the 

question, and evoked a great deal of sympathy. Among 
them were the names of some of the most influential 
inhabitants of the towns, or districts, from which they 
were sent. 

EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS. 

The ordinary work of the Society, in its public advocacy 
of the peace question^ has been pursued with increased 

activity. This is, in many respects, the most important 
part of its operations. For, however attractive may be 
some more prominent forms of service, they must all rest 

upon a steady, persistent creation and education of 

public opinion. Political action is possible only as it is 
backed and inspired by popular sentiment. The primary 
effort in any real propagandism must be to evoke and 
direct the public conviction and enthusiasm which will be 
its inspiration and strength. 

ALL IS FAIR IN WAR AS IN LOVE." 

BY MRS. E. E. HORNIBROOK. 
" All is fair, as in love, so in war," 

So sang to himself a jolly tar, 
Not on a noble, high ship of old, 
But a modern ram, as we are told, 
A thing that goes right under the sea, 
Built only for death and misery. 

For years and years was the thing a thought 
Before it was to perfection brought, 
And long it was ere its steel-clad nose 

Could carry destruction to its foes, 
And the ram, while keeping water-tight, 
Could sink in the ocean out of sight. 

I wonder if, in some dreadful hour, 
When it proves to the world its warlike pow'r, 
O'er the work it did beneath the deep 
Shall women be found to mourn and weep, 
And wish its famous constructor far 

From holding all fair in the art of war. 

The gunners the great field-piece surround 

As it is borne to the battle ground ; 
Where can it command the finest range, 
This mighty weapon, of force so strange 
That it can blow with its lurid breath 

Brave men right into the jaws of death ? 

Modern improvements (?) and talents bent 

On new modes of killing, all intent, 
Guns that can send the fullest volley; 

? 

Oh, worse than waste and more than folly ! 

Money and time, with an aching brain, 
For wholesale slaughter and living pain. 

I wonder when such men come to die, 
And their record is gone up on high, 
Will this plea stand in the land afar? ? 

" All things were fair in the art of war " 
? 

Or will war itself look fair or grim 
In a dawning light as earth grows dim ? 

SUCCESS OF ARBITRATION. 
The following list of cases in which important difficul 

ties between nations have been settled by arbitration is 
abundant proof of the practicability of this means of ad 
justing international disputes and of its infinite superi 
ority over war. In these instances the trouble has not 
only been quickly and inexpensively settled, but also set 
tled for all time. No war has ever risen over one of 

these decisions of an arbitral court, in ail except two or 
three instances the decision has been cheerfully accepted 
by the unsuccessful nation, and instead of deepening ani 
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